CRM Instructor's Course
Crew Resource Management Instructor (CRMI)

Course objectives
This CRMI core course builds on existing classroom experience to provide instructors with the specific skills
required to deliver CRM training in the classroom. The course introduces the principles of lesson planning, the
use of visual aids, lesson preparation and delivery. The course is highly practical and course members will be
required to deliver practice lessons in order to consolidate the skills learnt.

During the 5-day course delegates will learn more on facilitation, feedback and critique. Each delegate will
deliver 3 practice sessions, each of which will be fully debriefed by the tutor. Delegates will learn how to use
and to debrief case studies, practical exercises and video programmes.
Delegates will also practice preparing CRM training sessions to assist them in developing course materials for
subsequent use in their own company courses.

The course meets the requirements of EASA, UKCAA, FAA and ICAO.

Qualification and experience requirements for a CRMI candidate

1.
2.
3.

is an active or former cabin/flight crew member or a person having a suitable experience of
commercial air transport operations
has received instruction of Human Perfomance Limitations (HPL)
has completed an Introductory CRM Course

With over 14 years of experience in CRM trainings, Croatia Airlines was established to provide the full
range of CRM courses.
CRMI course is delivered by our team of qualified CRMI Examiners.
Within the course price will be a set of course pre-reading materials, courseware notes and handouts,
additional reading materials and a certificate.
The course can also be delivered at your own base, or at any location convinient to you.
Croatia Airlines is experienced in designing the courseware sets (including lectures and practical exercises
to be used in a classroom) for any type of CRM training.
Our CRMIE can also provide supervision of the newly qualified CRMI when conducting their first Initial CRM
training session (AMC ORO.FC. 115&215)
The Course is also suitable for the experienced CRMI who want to refresh and improve instructional and
fascilitation skills.

